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Sunday, 18th May 2008

Partners’ arrival at the airport:
� Escuela Infantil Santa Cecília (Spain);
� Leikskólinn Sudurborg (Iceland);
� Escuela Infantil Trinidad Ruiz (Spain);
� Omvikdalen and Matre Barnehage (Norway).



Monday, 19th May 2008
10 a.m. – Formal meeting at the City Hall of Santa Maria da Feira with Educational local authorities.



a) Opening speeches by Tomás García Garrido and Conceição Santiago;
b) Presentation of the Comenius Project and the institutions;
c) Informative seminar about the Portuguese Education System, along with an explanatory and descriptive PowerPoint presentation (conducted by a representative of the Ministry of Education) – See Attachment 1:
� Pre-school education;
� Basic education (compulsory education):
� Secondary education (10th to 12th grade):
� Higher education (Polytechnic education or University education).



d) Informative seminar about the Portuguese government’s responsibility towards pre-school education and the existence of private institutions for children from 0 to 3 years old (conducted from a representative of the Social Services) – See 
Attachment 2.



11 a.m. – Visit to a local pre-primary school and a primary school;
� Observation of the school’s organizational system;
� Observation of the classes;
� Observation of the children’s activities;
� Observation of some of the children’s works.



12 a.m. – Lunch at Tia São, with the children and the school staff.
It was prepared with the help of the children from the various classes;

The little pizzas were cooked with the help of the children.



2 p.m. – Partners’ work (1st session);
a) Exhibition with the children’s work related to the Comenius Project:
� Jobs: the fireman;
� The Milk Woman;
� Domestic animal: the cow;
� Experiments with water and the water cycle;
� Jobs: the farmer (including Life in the farm);

b) Clearing up the programme of activities for the visit and for the following working sessions.



4 p.m. – Presentation of the school and observation of activities;
a) The Comenius partners visited the Berçário e Creche Tia São to get to know the institution (particularly the nursery room, the kindergarten area, the canteen, the recreation room, the study room and the garden);
b) Observation of activities:

- Traditional Portuguese games;- “Spring song” (related to the Spring Party);- “Fogaceiras” procession;
c) Snack with the traditional “fogaça”.



The younger ones performed the “Spring Song”, with 
the help of their educators. This activity was 

connected to the Spring Party, celebrating the season, 
its colour and joy.



The “Fogaceiras” procession illustrated one of the local traditions, which started some centuries ago. The tallest girl carried a symbol of our town, the castle of Santa Maria da Feira.



These pictures show our partners getting involved in the school activities and playing with the children. They used songs, facial expressions and dances to captivate their attention. It worked! It was very funny, and all the teachers at Tia São learned new themes and techniques to try later.



The weather was great during the entire afternoon and our friends really enjoyed it.
It was great for the outdoor activities!





Tuesday, 20th May 2008
9.30 a.m. – Partners’ work (2nd session);
4.30 p.m. – Visit to Taylor’s wine-cellar, in 
Porto;

8 p.m. – Dinner with the partners and staff 
from Tia São (traditional Portuguese cuisine);

Note: some educators got the opportunity to 
observe a yoga class at Tia São with the 
younger children.



Highlights of the day:





After a long day of work and visits, it was 
nice to rest and to talk about the future 
steps of the project, as well as other topics. 
Each country also took the opportunity to sing 
a couple of tunes in their own language. It was 
an entertaining and enjoyable way to learn 
some new words… and dance steps! The 
partners also took the chance to learn about 
each other’s lifestyle, social and culture 
aspects.





Wednesday, 21st May 2008
9.30 a.m. – Partners’ work (3rd session);
Coffee break:
� Each partner was offered a book about Portuguese Literature.
� Two authors were chosen: Luís Vaz de Camões (classical background) and Fernando Pessoa (modern author).
� The book included some biographical information as well as selected poems, which reflected their most famous works and their style of writing.
� Moreover, Fernando Pessoa was chosen because some of his heteronyms poems’ (particularly Alberto Caeiro) fit and illustrate children’s world of dreams, fantasy, hopes and the simplicity we can find in the details of life.



1 p.m. – Lunch at the Infante D. Henrique hotel 
management school, in Porto;

During the afternoon, the partners visited the 
town of Santa Maria da Feira;

8 p.m. – Dinner and visit to a traditional 
handmade, craftwork market / fair.



Highlights of the day:

The coffee break (with traditional Portuguese sweets).



Lunch at the Infante D. Henrique hotel management school – group photo with members of staff and the Comenius partners.



Other highlights of the visit:
The partners visited the castle of Santa Maria da Feira and the artificial caves and lake.



They also visited the Paper Museum, in Paços de Brandão, and learned the art of making paper and preserving it, as well as the evolution of this industry across time. This visit illustrated one of the most significant industries of the country.



Thursday, 22nd May 2008
Partners’ departure;



Description of activities during the 
three working sessions:

a) Know my country (PowerPoint presentation of each country and handing over a copy in CD / DVD format to each partner);
b) Handing over the dossiers / DVDs related to the working methodologies of the institution;
c) Handing over other relevant documents that were still missing from previous meetings;
d) Discussing the methods to follow when exchanging the next traditional stories, for the following stage of the project.



e) Assigning which countries the stories should be sent to;
f) Handing over the 1st part of the report “Europe’s party” (Tia São); it was decided that Tia São would send the 2nd part via e-mail;
g) Discussing the “Pedagogical Suitcase” and its content;
h) Discussing the visit to Madrid, scheduled for November 2008;
i) Other pertinent issues…



Highlights of the countries’
presentations:

a) Portugal
Title of the presentation: “Welcome to Portugal”
A look upon the most significant periods / events in Portuguese history:
� Celts, Iberians and Celtiberians;
� Lusitani heritage and legacy;
� The Roman Empire, the Suevi and the Visigoths;
� The Moorish rule;
� The Christian reconquest and the “Portucalense” County;
� The consolidation of the Monarchy;
� Portuguese Interregnum;
� The Discoveries;
� Lisbon earthquake;
� Regicide and the establishment of the Republic;
� Dictatorship and the Carnation Revolution;
� European Union and the Euro;



A look upon the most important historical figures: from kings, popes, writers, politicians, singers, film directors, aviators and doctors to artists and presidents;
A look upon one of the most famous love stories (developing into legend) in Portuguese history: D. Pedro and D. Inês de Castro;
A look upon the evolution and the meaning of the Portuguese flags;



A look upon some of the most significant monuments and architectonical buildings of Portugal;
A look upon some traditions and symbols;
A look upon cinema: from silent movies and Portuguese comedies to animated cinema;
A look upon Portuguese gastronomy;
Some useful internet sites about Portugal;



b) Norway
Title of the presentation: “Norway – Norge”
Main facts about the country:
� Population, capital, area, water, constitution, anthem, government, flag and coat of arms;

Photographs and information about some cities:
� Oslo (capital), Bergen, Kvinnherad –Omvikdalen;



Useful information about the kindergarten, the staff, the children and the pedagogical methods adopted by the institution:
� Location, organization of the classes, timetable and activities;
� 3 classes (children from 0 – 6 years old);
� 47 children in Omvikdalen;
� 8 children in Matre kindergarten;
� The institution is opened from 6.45 a.m. to 4.30 a.m. (from Monday to Friday);



Three distinct classes:
a) Attpåklatten
� Class for children between 0 - 3 years old;
� 9 children every day and 3 adults (staff);
� Different activities (such as playing with water and painting);

b) Badnamyro
� Class for children between 2 - 6 years old;
� 17 children and 3 adults everyday;
� Different activities (such as reading and painting);

c) Madlistova
� Class for children between 2 - 6 years old;
� 17 children and 4 adults everyday;
� Different activities (such as birthday parties and playing with dolls);



Outside the kindergarten:
� Children enjoy being outdoors;
� Staff uses the wood they find near the kindergarten every week;
� There are different outdoor activities, such as cooking (tomato soup, for example), eating lunch, playing or just for taking a walk;
Overall opinion from the Portuguese group:It was a very useful presentation to get to know the country, the organization of the school, the children’s habits, as well as to analyse their different activities, strategies and methodologies.



c) Iceland
Title of the presentation: “Islândia – uma ilha no Atlântico Norte” / “Iceland – an island in the North Atlantic”
Main facts and photographs about the country:
� Images from the breathtaking and beautiful landscapes that exist in Iceland, from the mountains covered with snow, to the houses which merge into the plants and the grass;
� Pictures from the waterfalls, the whales, the natural geysers,some churches, the contrast between life in the countryside and in the city, particularly the capital;
� Photographs from the phenomenon of the aurora boreal, the midnight sun and the natural resources of the country;
� Explanation about some of the country’s history;
� Pictures from the unique fauna and flora, the blue lagoon, thecapital city (Reiquejavique), the port and the coast;



Overall opinion from the Portuguese group:
The presentation from Iceland was a magical, poetical and lyrical moment, accompanied by the sound of Era (with the song “Angel”). It was a relaxing moment and a treat for the eye. It was also a moment for the other partners to remember their visit to Iceland, a few months before.



c) Spain
Title of the presentation: “Spain – a different country”
Presentation of the country (main regions, cities and monuments of touristic interest):
� Andalucía, Murcia, Islas Baleares, Islas Canarias, Madrid, Castilla da Mancha, Asturias, Cantabria, Comunidad Valenciana, Castilla León, País Vasco, Galicia, Cataluña, Navarra, Aragón, La Rioja, Extremadura, Ceuta, Melilla;
� Pictures of the most traditional dishes and popular food (shellfish, papas con mojo, marmitako, mona, sidra, cheese, wine, cozido, paella, ensaimada, vegetables, bacon, fish, oranges, spicy sausages);



Overall opinion from the Portuguese group:This presentation needed no dialogue, because the images spoke for themselves. It was great to see the beauty of the country, the joy of its people, their traditions, their will to celebrate life and the good moments. It made us want to travel to those places.This colourful presentation opened up everyone’s appetite.

Conclusion:Each presentation was unique in its own way and showed different aspects of each country. They helped us to understand some of the cultural, social and environmental background. It was a fantastic journey, even without leaving theconference room.



Students’ opinions about the visit



Opinion from younger students:
After the visit, the educators wrote down some of the children’s comments.
Beatriz said: “A senhora da Bruxa” (“The witch lady”) – referring to the story told by one of the Spanish educators;
Beatriz also said: “Brincámos na relva” (“We played in the grass”);
Afonso Granja said: “Vi muitas senhoras” (“I saw lots of ladies”);
Gonçalo said: “O pato” (“The duck”) – referring to the story;
Maria said: “A canção da Bruxa. É o pato.” (“The song of the witch. It is the duck”) – referring to the song performed by the Spanish partners;



Representation of opinions.



Opinion from older students (Study room):
Note: the following texts were translated into English.
Ana Santiago (12 years old)From 18th to 22nd May, several educators from European kindergartens and nursery schools, such as Spain, Iceland and Norway, visited the Berçário e Creche Tia São, as part of the Comenius project.The Comenius project consists in an exchange of cultures and educational methodologies with children.On Monday, the partners watched a presentation from the children which included the “Spring song” and the “Fogaceiras”tradition. On Tuesday, they observed a yoga class and went to the Orfeão to see an exhibition of all the work done by our children. Then, they visited the town.The educators had several meetings and they learned a lot of things. These initiatives should be encouraged.



Rui Relvas (12 years old)
From 18th to 22nd May, the Icelandic, the Norwegians and the Spanish came to Tia São and visited Santa Maria da Feira.
They came here to exchange working methods for children, because their project seeks to improve education in Europe.
I think they really liked being here, they were well received and we enjoyed having them here.



Fernando (12 years old)
From 18th to 22nd May, some countries visited the Berçário e Creche Tia São, in Santa Maria da Feira.
They appreciated meeting Portugal and some traditions.
On Monday, they saw the “Fogaceiras” procession. The visit went well and they loved it! This project wants to improve education. They learned a lot from this.
They love to work with children!



Photo album of children’s 
activities during the visit:

The educators prepared all the activities and put a lot of hard work and energy into the project.



Here are the children eating the little pizzas they made earlierin the day.They were delicious!



Children getting ready for the “Spring song”, wearing several hats to symbolize the different European countries.



During the afternoon, the partners signed up for a short football match with some of the children.



The hats for the flags were painted by their own hands and feet.



The “Fogaceiras” procession was one of the highlights of the day.
Notice that the cake is divided in 4 parts, which symbolize the 4 towers of the castle.



Children and educators try to learn a new song and a new choreography taught by the partners.



Children’s reaction to the funny facial expressions made by the Spanish partners.



They are always quite curious about the camera.





When it was snack time, they were the first to grab their piece of cake!



Look! I’ve got a big one! But I’m hungry, so I’ll eat it all.



PORTUGUESE EDUCATION 
SYSTEM



PORTUGUESE EDUCATION SYSTEM

• Nursery (from 4 months old up to the age of 

3)

– Private Institutions

• Pre-school (from 3 years old up to the age 

of 6)

– Private Schools; IPSS (Social Security); Public 

Schools 

– It is not compulsory education yet!



PORTUGUESE EDUCATION SYSTEM

Ensino Básico

• Primary School (from 6 years old up to the age 
of 9)

– 1º CEB
�1st grade to 4th grade
�Lessons are given by one teacher only
�Full-time education with Extra-curricular Activities 
(e.g. English; Music; Arts)



PORTUGUESE EDUCATION SYSTEM

• “Middle” School 

– 2º CEB

�from 10 years old up to the age of 11

�5th grade to 6th grade

– 3º CEB 

�from 12 years old up to the age of 14

�7th grade to 9th grade



PORTUGUESE EDUCATION SYSTEM

“Middle” School

�School is compulsory up to the age of 15 (9th 
grade)
�Main Subjects: Maths, Portuguese, Foreign 

Languages, Sciences, History, Physical 
Education, …



PORTUGUESE EDUCATION 
SYSTEM

• Secondary School (High school) is 
further education
�Since the age of 15
�10th grade to 12th grade 
�A huge diversity of courses
�More variety in the last 2/3 years with the recovering 

of technical courses



PORTUGUESE EDUCATION SYSTEM

• The initiative “New Opportunities” (2005)

- RVCC

- Technical Courses
- EFA 
- CEF



PORTUGUESE EDUCATION SYSTEM

• The initiative “New Opportunities”
Aims:

- To certify people/students with low scholarity

- To prevent students from leaving/abandoning school 
too soon 



PORTUGUESE EDUCATION SYSTEM

• School’s Typology

� Agrupamento Vertical de Escolas 
Preschool; Primary School (1ºCEB); “Middle School” 
(2ºCEB / 3ºCEB)

� Escola Secundária com 3º CEB
“Middle School” (3º CEB); Secondary School (High 
school) 
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THE ROLE OF 
KINDERGARTENS IN A 
QUALITY EDUCATION

Instituto da Segurança Social, I.P.
Centro Distrital de Aveiro
Unidade de Desenvolvimento Social
Núcleo de Respostas Sociais

MEETING FOR THE COMENIUS 
PROJECT

Margarida Menezes



ACTIVITIES OF SOCIAL SERVICES

• According to the subsystem of social services, 
administered by the Institute of Social Security, 
I.P., from the Department of Employment, it is 
possible to develop activities of social service 
through:

– Official institutions of SS;
– Private institutions;
– Private institutions of social solidarity.



DISTRICTAL REALITY
• Official institutions

– 3 infant centers, organically and functionally 
dependent from the SS (with answers to Nurseries and 
Pre-schools)

• Licensed private institutions
– 37 for infants and youngsters (with answers to 

Nurseries and ATL – Free Time Occupation)

– 6 for the elder population (with answers to sheltered 
housings and SAD)

• Private institutions of social solidarity
– 352 IPSS (274 with Cooperation Agreement)



LEGAL BACKGROUND
• In 1989, the Law nr. 30/89 undertakes the previous licensing 

of institutions which develop activities of social services 
related to the social security.

• On 30th May 1997, the Law nr. 133-A revokes the previous 
legislation.

• In 2003, the program of cooperation for the Development of 
Quality and Security in social answers is created.

• The Law nr. 64/2007 redefines the regime of licensing and 
inspection of rendered services and social security 
institutions, keeping the sanctioned regime foreseen in Law 
nr. 133-A/97.

• The prescriptive dispatch 99/89 defines the regulating norms 
for the conditions of installation  and functioning of Nurseries
with profitable ends.



LICENSING PROCEEDINGS
• Licensing the construction and usage

– Requires the mandatory reports from the:

• City Hall
• National Services of Firefighters and Civil Protection 
• Health authorities
• Institute of Social Security, I.P.

• Licensing the activity

– It is a competence of the Institute of Social Security, I.P., which 
evaluates:

• Facilities and equipments
• Internal regulation
• General staff members
• Regularity of the contributive situation 
• Suitability of the applicant and the staff



LICENSING THE SOCIAL SERVICES 
INSTITUTIONS

It applies to:
– Societies or business people in individual 

representation / name;
– IPSS or equivalent institutes (without Cooperation 

Agreements);
– Private entities which develop activities of social 

support.

It excludes:
– Organisms of the central, regional and local Public 

Administration;
– The “Santa Casa of Misericórdia”, in Lisbon.



SOCIAL ANSWERS FOR INFANTS AND YOUNGSTERS, 

CONCIEVABLE OF LICENSING BY THE SS

• Nursery (up to 3 year olds)

• CATL (children and teenagers beyond 6 year olds)

• House of Temporary Shelter (children and 
teenagers in a precarious situation, whose decision of promotion
and protection determines a sheltering inferior to 6 months)

• Home of Infants and Youngsters (children 
and teenagers in a precarious situation, whose decision of 
promotion and protection determines it)

• Apartment of Autonomy (teenagers beyond 15 
years old, with decision of promotion and protection defines it)



NURSERY

• The result of an alteration if the familiar 
structure, translated in a higher 
participation of women in the world of 
employment.

• The family is no longer able to achieve the 
task of educating on its own.

• Constitute one of the first experiences of 
life for children, in a system outside its 
familiar circle.



NURSERY
• Objective – to give to the child:

Space

Physical, affective and intellectual 
harmonious development

Routines

Time



NURSERY

• Importance of the first three years of life:

– Learning rules of social life
– Learning how to walk
– Learning how to speak
– Learning how to solve problems



NURSERY – AN ANSWER OF 
QUALITY

• Objectives of the evaluating model of quality:

– Improve the given services;

– Promote the positive differentiation of answers;

– To be a model of self-evaluation;

– Harmonize the rules of functioning;

– Streamline the participation of families and clients;

– To increase the degree of satisfaction of clients, 
collaborators, partners and the environment;

– To insure the same level of quality, regardless of the 
legal nature of the institution.



NURSERY – AN ANSWER OF 
QUALITY

• The people who provide care must 
proportionate:

– Security

– Protection

– Love

– Playing

– Learning



NURSERY – AN ANSWER OF 
QUALITY

• The people who provide care must 
proportionate:

– The superior interest of the child;

– The need for participation of the family;

– The increase in value and the integration of children;

– The development of mutual and affectionate relations 
between the child and the care guardian.



NURSERY – AN ANSWER OF 
QUALITY

“Quality is no more 
than the incessant 

search for 
improvement”


